Method of determination of the reticulocyte age distribution from flow cytometry count by a structured-population model.
A flow cytometry count of reticulocytes (RET) provides information about distribution of signal emitted by reticulocyte RNA. A new method of determination of the RNA degradation rate in RET is provided. This technique allows one to determinate the age distribution of RET. The method is based on a series of flow cytometry counts of cultured RET. From those counts, the changes of signal distribution of RET over time are obtained. The RNA degradation rate of individual RET is then resolved based on changes in the signal distribution of the whole population of cells. The obtained relation between signal and age allows obtaining a RET age density that can be used to characterize RET age distribution and age dependence of processes that control the population dynamics. The total maturation time of RET in rats is 3 days. The median time that a homeostatic RET spends in blood or before it becomes a mature RBC is about 0.6 days, whereas a stress RET needs 0.8 days. The proposed method provides means for studies in vivo RET dynamics using age-structured models.